
2018/2019 Staff handbook 

Vocab 

Level 1- quizzed as a group 
Level 2- quizzed individually with help/prompting from the teacher 
Level 3- quizzed individually with minimum help from teacher 
Level 4- written test at evals 
Level 5- written test at evals 
 
Make up classes 

When there is a makeup student, the class assistant will find and give the student’s progress chart to the 
teacher. The class assistant will return the progress chart to the correct box after class.  

Stickers and jewels will still be awarded if the make up class is scheduled outside of the current session. 
Jewels will be awarded by the teacher and not the office.  

 

Late Arrivals 

Level P-3, students should be let into class no matter how late. The office worker can offer to schedule a make 
up class instead, if there are only a few minutes of class time left.  
Level 4-7 students should not be let into class if they are more than 15 minutes.  
 
 
Finding subs 
 
1. All teachers are responsible for finding their own sub when needed.  
2. The lead teacher will tell Cheri who is subbing on what day.  
3. Lead teacher will add the sub to the studio calendar. The office worker needs to know who is subbing in case 
a parent asks or the sub is late. 
4. Lead teacher needs to contact Aly to make sure the sub is paid for their time. You only need to do this if it's 
someone who is not on payroll or trade out. 
 

Teachers forms 

Teachers will complete the weekly time card and checkpoints form by every Sunday evening.  

 

Ordering new leotards 

New students or students that have just been moved up, must order their leotard within two weeks of joining 
the class. The office will keep track of this and tell the teacher when the leotard has been ordered. There may 
be a delay in receiving the leotard but stickers can still be earned for dress code if the leotard has been 
ordered. 
 
If a teacher notices that a student is not wearing their class leotard, please talk to the office worker. The office 
worker will speak to the parent if needed. Any students who have not order their leotard two weeks after joining 
class will not be allowed in class until they have placed an order.  
 

Teachers are responsible for knowing and enforcing the dress code.  



 

Jewels 

Small jewels are awarded to level P-3 at the end of the month for attendance, dress code and 
vocabulary. Large jewels are awarded to level P-3 for student of the month, evals and splits. Large jewels 
are awarded to level 4 for everything. 

 

Splits and skirts 

Splits must be all the way to the ground, straight legs and on top of the front hamstring. A large jewel is 
awarded once per level for each split. Decorated pointe shoes are awarded if a student has all three 
splits. Students in level 3 and above can wear a black wrap skirt if they have two of their splits. 

Students in Level 4 and 5 can wear black athletic shorts until they earn their skirt. Older dancers in a 
lower level class can be considered for wearing shorts as well. Teachers should use their best judgement 
and discretion to handle these situations. 

 

Students in multiple class 

Please dismiss students 3 minutes early to change their shoes if they have multiple classes. Teachers will 
finish the class with students who do not have a class immediately after.  

 

 

 

 


